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1. Use genuine AlleRx bags only;
failure to do so will void warranty
immediately. Unplug the power head.

2. Remove the front-end bell by first
releasing the front-end clamps.

3. Remove the bag from the unit and
replace it with a new AlleRx bag.

4. Replace the front-end bell and
fasten the front-end clamps. TOP label
on the front-end bell should face up.

1. Use genuine 3-way filter assembly
only; failure to do so will void
warranty. Remove the front-end bell
and bag by following the instructions
above.

2. Remove and discard the used filter.
Place 3-way filter assembly with
charcoal/carbon filter facing motor.

3.  Replace the bag, then the front-end
bell and finally fasten the front-end
clamps.
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1. Grasp hose connector, position
over pins on front-end bell and rotate
clockwise until locked. Make sure
electric cord is on the TOP.

2. Insert male plug into handle electric
plug (located  on top of the handle) Push
in until it makes contact.

3. Attach straight wands.

4. Insert the straight wand into the
power nozzle by aligning the spring-
loaded button with the hole in power
nozzle tube.

5. Insert power cord into channel on
wand.

1. Follow instructions to assemble the
electric hose already given here. 2. Slip the tool on the lower wand by

passing the groove and depressing the
locking lever on it.

3. Some attachments such as the
dusting brush, the upholstery tool, and
the crevice tool can be plugged
directly to the hose. Remove the wand
first, then add the tool to the end of the
hose. When slipping attachment, twist
slightly for a friction lock.
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Problem Possible Reason(s) Possible solution(s)
Caution : to reduce the risk of
personal injury, UNPLUG the
unit before servicing it.
Cleaner won’t run 1. Power cord not plugged into outlet

2. Blown fuse or broken switch
1. Plug unit in firmly
2. Replace part

Cleaner shuts off suddenly 1. Heat sensor detected excessive heat and
turned off the unit automatically

1. Unplug, wait 30 min, press switch twice
and resume cleaning

Cleaner won’t pick up 1. AlleRx bag is full or missing
2. Broken or  worn belt
3. Clogged 3-Way filter assembly
4. Power nozzle to hose passage is clogged

1. Replace bag
2. Replace belt
3. Replace filter
4. Remove nozzle, remove obstruction

from nozzle or from hose
Tools won’t pick up 1. Hose clogged

2. AlleRx bag or 3-way filter assembly
clogged

3. Handle cord not properly connected

1. Remove tool, remove obstruction
2. Replace bag or filter
3. Make sure cord makes full contact

w/unit
Dust escaping from cleaner 1. AlleRx bag is not installed properly,

punctured, or missing
1. Replace bag and filter assembly

Brushroll is not rotating 1. Belt missing or not assembled properly
2. Brushroll clogged or bound with hair or

string
3. Worn Brushroll Bearings

1. Replace belt
2. Remove clog, cut & remove hair  and

string
3. Replace brushroll bearings

Belt burns/breaks 1. Clogged  or partially clogged brushroll Refer to “Brushroll is not rotating” above

Any other servicing should be
done by an authorized service
agent
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